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r 
f The Electronic Privacy Information Center ("EPIC") in its January 20, 2004 

complaint alleges that, in the aftermath of September 11, 2001, it was "unfair" or 

r 

"deceptive" for Northwest Airlines to use the information that passengers voluntarily 

provide when they purchase travel, as part of a controlled, government-sponsored study 

ofhow computer processing of such information might improve public safety on airlines. 
! 

The Minnesota Civil Liberties Union ("MCLU") essentially echoes these charges in its r 
I 

complaint of January 29,2004. 
,. 

The research opportunity presented to Northwest Airlines by NASA's Ames 

Research Center in the wake of the worst terrorist attacks in national history (attacks 

which are not even referenced in EPIC's complaint) was an appropriate instance of 

r industry and government cooperation that was necessary and widespread in response to 

the terrorism of September 11. The complaints are disturbingly lacking in context, and r 
I 

r 
r 

the legal claims are meritless. Northwest Airlines categorically denies that its actions 

were "unfair/' "deceptive," or in any manner violated 49 U.S.c. § 41712, for the 

following reasons: 
, 

First, in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the public, 

r 

r 
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r the government, and Northwest Airlines all reacted to the critical need for enhanced 

security_ The airline industry, including Northwest Airlines, responded to both the public 

and the government in researching and developing more effective measures to protect the ,. 
r 

public, and Northwest Airlines' cooperation with the Ames Research Center was an 

appropriate part of that broad public response. 

Second, Northwest Airlines' cooperation with the Ames Research Center was in 

r no wayan "unfair" or "deceptive" commercial activity. EPIC and MCLU attempt to 

transfonn their generalized concerns over privacy into an unfair practices claim, but that 

transfonnation defies the more modest scope of the statute, 49 U.S.C. § 41712(a), which 

r 
r 

derives from the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938. There is no basis in Department 

regulations or precedent, or any other federal law, for the type of affinnative privacy 

obligations advocated by EPIC and MCLU. Further, there is no general "public policy" r 
in favor of such rights. Passengers have no inherent right or expectation of total privacy 

r 	 in the infonnation provided when traveling on commercial airlines-particularly after 

September 11. The only relevant basis for privacy protection is Northwest Airlines' 

privacy policy, which does not support EPIC's and MCLU's allegations. The plain 

r 	 meaning of the policy is an assurance that customer infonnation will not be commercially 

exploited and that it is secure from hackers. Northwest Airlines fulfilled those promises, 

but it did not promise that it would not share infonnation with the government. The type 

r 
r of total privacy that EPIC and MCLU interpret from the policy conflicts with the plain 

tenns of the policy, the requirements of federal law and the expectations of customers. 

Finally, EPIC and MCLU should not have standing to wage public policy battles 

r through the fonnal complaint process by alleging only hypothetical injuries. The 

r 
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Secretary should not automatically delegate his discretion to initiate formal proceedings 

to any group that wishes to complain about the practices of the airline industry. Only 

persons alleging actual, concrete injury should be permitted to file formal complaints and ,.. 

r 
compel a docketed proceeding. The allegations made by EPIC and MCLU should be 

treated as only an informal complaint. 

r 

BACKGROUND 

EPIC's complaint provides not one word about the events of September 11,2001, 

or their repercussions for the public, the government and the airline industry. Shortly 

after the attacks, FAA Administrator Jane Garvey appropriately identified September 11 

r 
J 

r 
as fundamentally altering the airline industry in the United States: 

The nature of the threat facing America has changed. What we faced on 
September 11 was a new phenomenon-hijackers taking over commercial 
flights for the sole purpose of turning them into human-guided terrorist 
bombs of massive explosive power. Given the events of last week, 
assumptions underlying aviation security have fundamentally changed. 1 

The events of September 11 altered the attitudes of the public and lawmakers, as reflected 

in opinion polls and the legislation that was passed in response. Northwest Airlines 
". 

worked with government officials to implement sweeping changes in security, and also to 

think creatively about new measures to protect the public. 

A. The Government Responds To The Attacks Of September 11.r 
At 9:45 a.m. on September 11,2001, all airborne aircraft were told to land at the 

nearest airport-the first time in U.S. history that all civil aircraft in the United States 

r 

r 1 Statement of Jane F. Garvey, Administrator, FAA, Before the Subcommittee on 
Aviation, Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure (Sept. 21, 2001) (emphasis 
added).r 
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were grounded.2 The national airspace was not reopened until 11 :00 a.m. Eastern 

,.. Daylight Time on Thursday, September l3, 200l. However, Secretary Mineta 
t 

"caution[ ed] everyone that a system as diverse and complex as ours cannot be brought ,.. 
back up instantly. We will re-open airports and resume flights on a case-by:-case basis, 

,. 

r 

only after they implement our more stringent levels of security. This phased approach 

will assure the highest levels of safety, which remains our primary goal." Secretary 

Mineta further "announced a series of heightened security measures, including a ban on 

curbside luggage check-in and off-airport passenger check-in. Before being allowed to 

re-open, airports must clear their terminals of people and conduct thorough searches. ,.. 
l Once re-opened, airports will feature an increased presence of law enforcement officers, ,. 
\ 

restricted access beyond the screening area and other restrictions.,,3 

,.., As FAA Administrator Garvey summarized in testimony on September 21, 2001, 

i 
the FAA immediately "substantially increased the required security measures for U.S. 

r airports and U.S. air carriers and foreign carriers with flights to the U.S." The litany of! 

measures ranged from the aforementioned ban on curb-side check-in to implementation 

of a Federal Air Marshal Program.4 The FAA also received assistance from other 

agencies, including skilled personnel from outside the FAA for the Air Marshal 

Program.5 r 
,. 2 See id. 

3 Statement of U.S. Secretary of Transportation Norman Y. Mineta (Sept. l3, 
2001).r 

1 4 See Statement of Jane F. Garvey, Administrator, FAA, Before the Subcommittee 
on Aviation, Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure (Sept. 21, 2001). 

5 Statement of Jane F. Garvey, Administrator of the Federal Aviation 
Administration, Before the Senate Committee on Government Affairs on Aviation 
Security Post September 11 (Nov. 14,2001).r 

,. 
1 
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r 
To study and develop new security measures, the FAA invited the public's 

assistance in developing more effective security measures. The "FAA issued an 

announcement that appear[ed] on [its] web site requesting infOlmation about any product ,.. 
t 

or technology that could be helpful in improving aviation security.,,6 Administrator ,. 
Garvey emphasized that , 

r [e]very measure is important and must work together to create a seamless 
web of security. And, most important, we must stay as committed to this 

,. task tomorrow-and into the future-as we are today_ The FAA-the 
Department of Transportation--cannot do this alone. Each of us-airlines 
and airports-has obligations to fulfilL In the words of one airline CEO, 

1 
"There is a moral imperative to do the right thing.,,7 

r On October 25, 2001, the FAA convened its security subcommittee of its Research, 

,. Engineering & Development Advisory Committee to review submissions for new 

t 
security measures. John Klinkenberg, vice president for security at Northwest Airlines, 

r served as the chairman of this subcommittee. 

By this point, the Department of Transportation and the FAA had made numerous 

sweeping changes to enhance the public's security in the immediate aftermath of ,. 
September 11, all ofwhich affected the security experience ofpassengers and airline and ! 
airport personnel. Passengers could expect multiple identification requirements at 

checkpoints and departure gates, hand searches of carry-on baggage and stricter limits on 

r 
,. 
i the contents of carry-on items, thorough use of hand wands at departure gates, more 

rigorous screening of checked baggage, and other security measures. Aircraft and 
t 
.1 

airports were also subject to heightened security requirements, such as daily searches of 

r 
6 Statement of Jane F. Garvey, Administrator, FAA, Before the Committee on 

Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Aviation (Oct. 11, 2001). 

7 Jane F. Garvey, Administrator, FAA, "The New World of Aviation," National 
Press Club, Washington, DC (Oct. 17,2001). r 
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aircraft, background checks of 	airport and airline employees were imposed, and 

,. passenger vehicles entering airport grounds were searched. 
! 

Congress also moved swiftly to tighten security at airports.8 On November 19,,. 
2001, Congress passed the Aviation and Transportation Security Act, Pub. L. 107-71. 

Among its many 	 new requirements, the Act created the Transportation Security 

Administration and federalized the screening of passengers and luggage at airports. It 

also broadened the authority for regulation of airline and airport security programs, 

including authority for "emergency procedures" to be issued "without providing notice or 

an opportunity for comment and without prior approval of the Secretary." See 49 U.S.c. 

§ 114(1)(2). Almost exactly one year after Congress passed the Aviation and ,. 
Transportation Security Act, Congress passed the Homeland Security Act of 2002, Pub. 

L. 107-296 (Nov. 25, 2002). fill 
I 

B. The Ames Research Center Sought Assistance From Northwest ,.. 	 Airlines To Study Computer Processing Of Airline Passenger Flight 
Information. 

,. 	 The Ames Research Center was founded on December 20, 1939, as an aircraft 

8 A comprehensive Los Angeles Times poll following the attacks found that 
"[n]early two in three said Tuesday's events left them shaken. Concern was focused 
sharply on the nation's airports; more than eight in 10 criticized security there ... ,. 	 {nJinety-five percent of those asked said they favor new security measures at the , 
nation's airports." Mark Z. Barabak, U.S. Keen to Avenge Attacks; Americans say way 
of life has changed forever, L.A. Times, at Al (Sept. 16, 2001) (emphasis added). In 
addition, 61 % of Americans said that "erosion of some civil liberties" to fight terrorism 
"was a necessary sacrifice"; 54% said "the government should be allowed to tap 
telephone lines and monitor cell phone conversations"; "[n]early seven in 10 said law,. enforcement officers should be allowed to randomly stop people who fit the theoretical 
description of a terrorist." Id. EPIC's general allegations that "[P]ublic opinion surveys 
consistently show that many Americans today are 'concerned' or 'very concerned' about ,.. the loss of privacy," and that "[g]overnment use of airline passenger information is a 

t• 	 particularly important issue," EPIC ~~ 7-8, are not accurate statements of public opinion 
in the immediate aftermath of September 11, which is the relevant context for EPIC's 
complaint. 
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research laboratory by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. In 1958, Ames 

,. became part ofNASA. The airline industry, including Northwest Airlines, has an historic 

relationship with researchers at Ames because it has long provided critical research and ,.. 
testing on numerous aspects ofair traveL 

As officials at NASA have publicly explained,9 following the terrorist attacks of 

September 11, 2001, NASA, "with the best of intentions and in conjunction with the r 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), undertook exploratory studies to determine how 

r the agency could contribute to addressing the challenge of aviation security."
• 

Researchers wanted to determine if "computer techniques developed by NASA to detect 

anomalies in large volumes of scientific and engineering data could be used to assist in ,.. 
threat detection." The researchers thought they might be able to process "large quantities 

of airline passenger information and possibly find anomalies that could lead to 

characterizing a subset of the flying public who might include terrorists." The "focus" ,. 
was directly tied to the events of September 11; they hoped to find techniques to "identify t 

,. 	 those passengers that clearly were not a threat, so that airline resources would focus on 

passengers where there was some doubt." Exhibit 2. 
fill, 
,. 

,. 
9 On January 27,2004, NASA Assistant Administrator for Legislative Affairs, D. r Lee Forsgren, responded to an inquiry from Senator Gordon Smith of Oregon about the 

research Ames undertook with data from Northwest Airlines. That response is attached 
to this Answer at Exhibit 2. 

r 	 - 7 
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To undertake such research, in December of 2001 researchers from the Ames 

fA Research Center requested passenger data from Northwest Airlines. As NASA has 

explained, Northwest Airlines is "known throughout the aviation industry as a leader in,. 
aviation security, having worked with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to ,. develop the first Computer Assisted Passenger Prescreening System (CAPPS I)." Id. 

When the researchers from Ames Research Center approached Northwest Airlines r. in December 2001 with their desire to study whether computer techniques could be used 

r to analyze passenger information, Northwest Airlines concluded that it was appropriate to 

,. provide data directly to Ames for such a study. The federal government was searching 

J for technological solutions to improve aviation security, and Northwest Airlines was ,. 
) 
\ 	 committed to the same goals. Northwest Airlines continues to believe that assisting with 

the Ames study, and with the broader federal efforts to search for new technology, was r 
entirely appropriate. ,., The research at Ames Research Center was terminated in late 2002, and the data 

has been returned to Northwest Airlines. NASA has stated publicly that while the data 

was at the Ames Research Center, the computer CDs "were kept in a secured lab with 

limited access" when in use. or "in a locked file cabinet in a locked office." See Exhibit 

,. 2. Access to these secure locations required a personal identification number, and the 

building itselfwas secured. "No copies of the data were made" by NASA. Id. 

,. 
C. The Allegations Of The Complaints. 


Northwest Airlines addresses the specific allegations by EPIC below (Section III). 
, 
I 

r 

EPIC generally alleges, based upon Freedom of Information Act disclosures by NASA 

r and newspaper accounts, that Northwest Airlines "disclosed passenger data to NASA ... 

[t]he disclosed data detailed passenger travel from October to December 2001 ... DOT 

r 	 - 8 
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statistics indicate that more than 10.9 million passengers traveled on [Northwest Airlines] 

flights during that time." EPIC,-[ 30. EPIC further alleges that NASA's study of the 

passenger data "is a data mining study." EPIC,-[ 23. EPIC's primary legal contention is,.. 
that Northwest Airlines' alleged "disclosure of passenger personal information to NASA 

,. 
was a violation of its public privacy commitments and constitutes an unfair and deceptive 

practice of critical public interest and importance," the relevant statute being 49 U.S.C. 

r 

,. 

§ 41712. EPIC,-[ 41. The allegations ofMCLU are similar.1O 

r The "public privacy commitments" EPIC identifies are portions of Northwest 

Airlines' privacy policy for online travel reservations at www.nwa.com. EPIC highlights 

) 
that the policy "assures passengers that they will be in 'complete control of ... the use of 

r 	 information [they] provide to Northwest Airlines,'" and that Northwest Airlines "has 'put 

in place safeguards to ... prevent unauthorized access or disclosure' of the information it 

collects." EPIC,-[ 14. The MCLU complaint does the same. The precise quotation, 

".. 
obscured by EPIC's ellipses, is that customers using www.nwa.com are "in complete ! 

,.. 

control of [their] travel planning needs." Exhibit 1 (2001 Internet Privacy Policy). The 

policy states further that Northwest Airlines "do [ es] not sell individual customer names 

or other private profile information to third parties" (emphasis in original), and that 

Northwest Airlines protects against computer hackers by way of particular "encryption 
f 

technology" and "security standards." Northwest Airlines makes no representations that ,. 
information will not be shared with the government. In the Internet "Usage Agreement," 

,. of which the Internet privacy policy is a part, Northwest Airlines affirmatively cautions 

,. 	 10 The complaint by MCLU does not provide numbered paragraphs or page, 
numbers. Since MCLU's complaint is substantially the same as EPIC's, and EPIC has 
provided paragraph numbers, Northwest Airlines will refer only to the numbered,.. 

r 	 -9
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that perfonnance of the Agreement is subject to "Northwest Airlines' right to comply 

with law enforcement requests or requirements." Exhibit 1 at 6-7. 

RESPONSE TO THE COMPLAINTS 

,. I. Northwest Airlines' Cooperation With Scientists At The Ames Research 
Center Was In No Way An "Unfair" Or "Deceptive" Commercial Practice In 
Violation Of Section 41712(a). 

\.. 
The complaints invoke 49 U.S.C. § 41712(a). That provision, part of the Civil 

Aeronautics Act of 1938, concerns "an unfair or deceptive practice or an unfair method 

,.. of competition." 49 U.S.c. § 41712(a). The Department has defined "unfair" practices 
f , 

as those that are "deceptive, illegal under any statute, or offensive to a well-established ,.. 

r 
J public policy." Board in Air Florida, Inc. v. Eastern Air Lines, Inc., Order 81-1-101 

(January 21, 1981). 

The privacy rights advocated by EPIC and MeLU do not exist in the rules, 
fill 
f precedent or practices of the Department. There is similarly no applicable right to 

privacy imposed by any other federal law. Indeed, passengers have no inherent right or 

expectation of total privacy in the infonnation they provide when traveling on 

commercial airlines. The only basis for any right to privacy on the part of customers of 

".. 
Northwest Airlines is from Northwest Airlines' own Internet privacy policy. The plain I 

,. 	 meaning and purpose of Northwest Airlines' privacy policy is to assure online consumers 
! 
\ 
; 

that Northwest Airlines will not exploit their personal infonnation for commercial gain, ,. 
and to assure consumers that their infonnation is safe from hackers. Northwest Airlines 

,. 	 has fulfilled those promises. There is no representation that Northwest Airlines will not 

provide infonnation to the government, as is required by law in some circumstances. The 

t 

,. 

r 

, 


(continued... ) 


paragraphs in the EPIC complaint and refer only generally to MCLU's complaint. 
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j complaints have no foundation in existing law or any promises made by Northwest 

,.. Airlines, and especially in the aftermath of September 11, the claims by EPIC and MCLU 
I 

should be rejected. ,. 
f A. 	 There Is No Basis In The Department's Regulations Or Precedent For 

The Right To Privacy Espoused By The Complaints. 

EPIC and MCLU cite no relevant Department precedent for the type of total 

,... 
privacy rights that they advocate. The Department's regulations under 49 U.S.C. § 41712 

regarding unfair and deceptive practices list only the following covered acts: unrealistic,... 
flight scheduling, the passing off of carrier identity between carriers, oral flight 

,.. 
confirmations, and price advertisements. 14 CFR § 399.81-84. None involves privacy 

i 
claims or the disclosure ofpassenger information to the government. ,.. 

The Department's typical enforcement of 49 U.S.C. § 41712(a) is against false or 

r deceptive advertising or other unfair means of competition. For example, the Department 

orders referenced in EPIC's complaint (EPIC, 10 n.5) involve deceptive advertisements 

regarding an airline's on-time performance, price discounts, one-way fare promotions 
,., requiring round-trip purchase, and taxes and fees not being counted in an advertised 

price. See Aloha Airlines, Inc., 99-11-5 (Nov. 9, 1999), Northwest Airlines, 99-8-23 

(Aug. 26, 1999), Frontier Airlines, Inc., 99-6-1 (June 1, 1999), Carlson Travel Group, 

Inc., 98-6-21 (June 19, 1998), City Bird Airlines, 97-12-23 (Dec. 18, 1997). The few 

,. Department cases that invoke 49 U.S.C. § 41712 and even mention the term "privacy" 
t 

deal with an airline's non-compliance with a regulation regarding the stowing away of 

wheelchairs on flights. See, e.g., Airtran Airways, Order 2003-1 0-12 (Oct. 8, 2003). 

,. Juxtaposed against the absence of any express privacy right in the Department's 
,t 

regulations or precedent are the mandatory disclosure requirements imposed upon,... 

r 	 - 11 
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airlines. Federal law at times requires the provision of passenger information to federal 

,. authorities. Under current regulations, "[e]ach air carrier, foreign and domestic, 

operating a passenger flight in foreign air transportation to the United States" must ,. 
f 

provide to the Bureau of Customs and Border Protection "a passenger manifest and a ,. 
crew manifest," including "data elements ... that describe each passenger and crew 

I 

,. 	 member on a flight." 19 CFR § 122.49a. This is precisely the data that EPIC and 

MCLU claim cannot be disclosed. 

fill 

,. 
, Congress has not imposed any affirmative pnvacy obligations on airline 

passenger data, and Congress knows how to do so. Congress has protected customer 

information at financial institutions, 15 U.S.C. § 6821, customer information with ,. 
telecommunications carriers, 47 U.S.C. § 222, the privacy of subscribers to cablef 

television, 47 U.S.C. § 551, and the privacy of video renters, 18 U.S.C. § 2710. 

B. 	 Northwest Airlines Has Not Violated Any Federal Trade Commission 
Standard For "Unfair" Practices. 

In the absence of any statute, regulation or precedent applied by the Department, ,. 
EPIC relies upon purported Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") practice for some of itst .. 	 assertions, EPIC ~~ 35-36, and MCLU has also filed a complaint with the FTC. The 

I 
FTC's test for unfairness involves essentially two factors: (1) whether the practice 

r violates established public policy; and (2) whether the practice substantially injures I 

". 	 consumers. EPIC ~ 35; FTC Policy Statement on Unfairness (1980), 
i 

http://www.ftc.govlbcp/policystmtlad-unfair.htm. To demonstrate something of a "public ,. 
policy" in their favor, the complaints look to general public expectations, notably 

,. unrelated to air travel, EPIC ~ 7, and MCLU invokes "Supreme Court precedents" and 
I 
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"public policy."!! There is no established "public policy" supporting the expansive 

,. 
privacy rights EPIC and MCLU advocate. 

; 

Expectations of privacy in air travel have always been low because expectations ,. 
t 

of security are so high. Passengers expect screening, disclosures, and restrictions on 

personal effects that are not imposed upon other modes of travel because passengers 

know that such measures keep them safe. After September 11, expectations of privacy,.. 
have diminished further, as more searches, disclosures and restrictions have been ,. 
imposed. A reasonable person does not expect privacy in his personal information, t 

,. personal effects, or behavior on an aircraft or in an airport because he or she knows that 

: 
the price of privacy is diminished public safety. 

r Such expectations are longstanding and the reason why government agents at 

airports can undertake security measures that would be an unlawful search or seizure in 

other contexts. See City ofIndianapolis v. Edmund, 531 U.S. 32, 47-48 (2000) (referring 

to the "public safety" need for "border searches or searches at places like airports and 

,. government buildings" as "particularly acute"); United States v. Sokolow, 490 U.S. 1,8-9 

(1989) (explaining that police were properly aware that the defendant had paid $2,100 in 

cash for two airplane tickets from a roll of $20 bills, and was flying from Honolulu to 

Miami for only 48 hours during the month of July). Expectations of privacy arer
I 

diminished even further for international travel. See United States v. Montoya de ,. 
Hernandez, 473 U.S. 531,537 (1985) ("Since the founding of our Republic, Congress has 

,. granted the Executive plenary authority to conduct routine searches and seizures at the 

,.. 
I! Both EPIC and MCLU invoke the Privacy Act of 1974,5 U.S.c. § 552a. EPIC j 

~ 6. That Act is irrelevant because it applies to federal agencies, not to private actors. 
See 5 U.S.c. § 552a(b); Doe v. u.s. Postal Service, 317 F.3d 339,340 (D.C. Cir. 2003). 
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border, without probable cause or a warrant, in order to regulate the collection of duties 

r and to prevent the introduction of contraband into this country."). 

The Supreme Court has further held that citizens forfeit any expectation of 

r privacy when they voluntarily provide information to third parties, or when they engage 

r in actions that the general public could easily observe. For example, there is no 

,.. reasonable expectation of privacy in the telephone numbers a person dials because 

t anyone familiar with a phone bill knows that such information is revealed to the 

,... 
t telephone company. See Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735, 742 (1979) ("[W]e doubt that 

,... people in general entertain any actual expectation ofprivacy in the numbers they diaL All 

I telephone users realize that they must 'convey' phone numbers to the telephone 

r 
t 

company, since it is through telephone company switching equipment that their calls are 

,.. completed."). Similarly, there is no reasonable expectation of privacy in public travel 

I 
because such travel can be freely observed by the public. See United States v. Knotts, ,. 

) 460 U.S. 276, 281 (1983) ("A person travelling in an automobile on public thoroughfares 

has no reasonable expectation of privacy in his movements from one place to another."); 

Cardwell v. Lewis, 417 U.S. 583, 590 (1974) (plurality) ("One has a lesser expectation of 

privacy in a motor vehicle because its function is transportation and it seldom serves as 

r one's residence or as the repository of personal effects. A car has little capacity for 

,. escaping public scrutiny. It travels public thoroughfares where both its occupants and its 

contents are in plain view."). 

,. Thus, when the rare litigant disregards a quarter century of Fourth Amendment 

jurisprudence and asserts a claim of privacy in flight information similar to the 

extravagant assertions of EPIC and MCLU, courts have easily and correctly rejected the 

,. 
j: 
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f claim. See, e.g., United States v. Goree, 2002 WL 31050979, at *5 (6th Cir. 2002) 

,. (unpublished) ("All of the information that Goree objects to was provided by him to the 
I 

,. 

airline. Therefore, Goree lacks any reasonable expectation of privacy in his flight 

r information.") (internal quotation marks omitted). 

The common law of privacy is no different. As Professor Prosser, who authored 

the leading treatise on Torts, has summarized: 

On the public street, or in any other public place, the plaintiff has no legal 
right to be alone; and it is no invasion of his privacy to do no more than 
follow him about and watch him there. Neither is it such an invasion to I 

,. take his photograph in such a place, since this amounts to nothing more 
than making a record, not differing essentially from a full written 
description, of a public sight which anyone would be free to see. I 

Prosser & Keeton, THE LAW OF TORTS § 117, 855-56 (5th ed. 1984). Thus, EPIC's 

notion, see EPIC,-r,-r 37,39, that there is somehow a privacy interest in the fact that one is 
,. 

traveling with one's children on an airplane is absurd. Anyone else on an airplane can I 

,. observe the children. 

I 
Given that the public does not reasonably expect the type of privacy that EPIC 

and MCLU advocate, there is no "substantial" injury in the disclosure of passenger 

information, particularly for the type of study by the Ames Research Center as occurred r 
in this case. See 15 U.S.C. § 45(n); EPIC ,-r 34; FTC Policy Statement on Unfairness. 

"., 

,.. 
EPIC and MCLU do not allege that any actual person has suffered any kind of financial 

or emotional injury because of the research undertaken by Ames, and in the absence of 

,.. 
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such an injury, there is no basis for administrative relief. 12 

Finally, as discussed above, if there were total privacy in flight information, such 

r 
privacy rights would conflict with federal laws requiring disclosure of flight information. 

No one boarding a commercial airliner even before September 11, 2001, could have 

reasonably thought that his or her identity on that flight was "private." After September 

11, it is indisputable that whatever minimal expectation of privacy in air travel existed 

,. 
I 

,.. 
I 

before is diminished further for purposes ofpublic safety. 

c. Northwest Airlines Fulfilled All Promises Made In Its Internet 
Privacy Policy. 

Northwest Airlines has not engaged in any type of deceptive practice. EPIC's and 

,. 
f 

MCLU's sweeping assertions of total passenger privacy drawn from a few isolated 

phrases from the Internet privacy policy are unreasonable interpretations of the policy for 

several reasons. The policy makes assurances only with respect to commercial 

,. exploitation of passenger information and protection against hackers; it makes no 

,. promise that information will not be shared with the government. Total privacy in 

passenger information would be an unreasonable expectation in the immediate aftermath 

of September 11, and it would also be contrary to federal law requiring disclosure. 

Northwest Airlines fulfilled the promises it made and did not violate its policy. 

For those passengers who purchased travel during the relevant period through 

".. 

,. 

12 In a case that demonstrates the importance of actual injury, the Supreme Court 
has recently held that complaints under the Privacy Act of 1974 do not qualify for any 
statutory damages without allegation and proof of "actual damages." Doe v. Chao, _ 
U.S. _, 2004 WL 330043 (Feb. 24,2004). In so holding, the Court noted that even aside 
from the plain language of the Privacy Act-which requires "actual damages," 5 U.S.C. 
§ 522a(g)(4}--provision of statutory damages in the absence of actual damages "is at 
odds with the traditional understanding that tort recovery requires not only [a] wrongful 
act plus causation reaching to the plaintiff, but proof of some harm for which damages 
can reasonably be assessed." 
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r 
r www.nwa.com-and assuming arguendo that those passengers read and relied upon the 

privacy policy-there is no reason to interpret the policy the way EPIC and MCLU 

interpret it. The plain meaning and purpose of Northwest Airlines' privacy policy is to 

i, 

r 
assure online consumers that Northwest Airlines will not exploit their personal 

information for commercial gain, and to assure consumers that their information is safe 

from hackers. The policy and the Usage Agreement, of which the policy is a part, make 

this meaning abundantly clear: 

r 
 • The policy instructs consumers that they are "in complete control of [their] 


travel planning needs," and that "[t]his includes controlling the use of,.. 
I 

information [they] provide to Northwest Airlines, its airline affiliates, and 

r WorldPerks partners." Contrary to EPIC's creative use of ellipses, see 

,... EPIC ~ 14, the policy states that customers are in "complete control" of 

I 
their "travel planning needs"; it does not state that passengers are In ,. 

I "complete control" of"the use of information." 

,.. • The policy emphasizes protection from computer hackers by way of 

"Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption technology and Private ,... 
1 	 Communication Technology (PCT) security standards supported by 

Microsoft Internet Explore 3.0 and 4.0 and other popular browsers to r 
protect your online transactions. 

r • 	 The policy states that Northwest Airlines does not "sell individual 

customer names or other private profile information to third parties" 

(emphasis in original). r • 	 In listing the third parties with whom Northwest Airlines shares passenger 

,... 
I 
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,,. hotel, or other involved third party to ensure the successful fulfillment of 

your travel arrangements." 

r 
• There is no representation made in the policy that Northwest Airlines 

,.. 
will not provide information to the government. The Usage Agreement 

I 

cautions that Northwest Airlines' performance of this Agreement "is ,... 
i 

r 
subject to existing laws and legal process, and nothing contained in this 

Agreement is in derogation of Northwest Airlines' right to comply with 

law enforcement requests or requirements relating to the User's use of this,... 
J 

Web site or information provided to or gathered by Northwest Airlines 

r with respect to such use." Exhibit 1 at 6-7. 

The study of passenger information by Ames Research Center that Northwest r, 
Airlines permitted was a study of the feasibility of a particular type of computer analysis. ,. 

I It was a pure study of computer methods for security purposes and had no conceivable 

,. ulterior motive related to invading passenger privacy or exploiting consumer information , 
for private gain. No reasonable person would or should interpret the privacy policy as 

forbidding Northwest Airlines from improving its security system by assessing whether 

,. computers can perform particular tasks with passenger information. 
I 

At bottom, EPIC and MCLU offer an unreasonable construction of Northwest 

r Airlines' privacy policy_ The policy applies only to commercial use of passenger 

information, and there is no reason to stretch it any farther, particularly after September r 
,. 11. 

I 
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II. 	 EPIC And MCLU Should Not Have Standing To Bring A Formal Complaint 
Because They Allege Purely Hypothetical Harms. 

r 
r EPIC and MCLU have invoked the formal complaint procedures under the 

Department's regulations, 14 CFR § 302.404, such that a docketed proceeding has 

ensued, and Northwest Airlines must respond to this complaint. Neither EPIC nor,. 
i 
I 	 MCLU purports to be representing any real person asserting under penalty ofpeljury that 

,. he or she [1] in the wake of the worst terrorist attacks in history, actually "clicked" on , 
and read Northwest Airlines' Internet privacy policy, [2] interpreted it the way EPIC and 

MCLU interpret it, [3] purchased travel on www.nwa.comin reliance on that 

,.. 
interpretation, and 	[4] now feels injured enough to seek relief regarding the research t 
undertaken by the Ames Research Center. Northwest Airlines respectfully submits that ,. 

,. 

complaints such as these, that fail to allege any concrete or particularized injury by a 

member of either organization, should be treated as informal complaints, 14 CFR 

§ 302.403, subject to further action only upon the initiative ofthe Secretary. 

; 
The statute does not provide EPIC and MCLU standing to file a formal complaint 

because it states that only "an air carrier, foreign air carrier, or ticket agent" can file a 

,.. complaint, 49 U.S.C. 41712(a); Nader v. Allegheny Airlines, Inc., 426 U.S. 290, 302 
, 
, 

(1976) ("[I]ndividual consumers are not even entitled to initiate proceedings."). The only 

legal avenue for EPIC and MCLU to file a formal complaint is by a delegation of the 

,. 	 Secretary's discretion to open proceedings on his own initiative. Obviously Northwest 

Airlines is aware that "any person" may file a formal complaint. See 14 CFR § 302.404; 

Complaint ofthe American Society ofTravel Agents v. Delta Air Lines, Inc., Order 2002

9-2, 2002 WL 2019516 (Sept. 4, 2002). This proceeding, however, demonstrates the 

propriety of imposing a standing requirement for formal complaints. ,.. 

r 	 - 19
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EPIC 	and MCLD are clearly waging a public policy battle by way of the 

,.. complaint process. They have alleged "unfairness" and sought Department action as if 
l 

they were participating in notice-and-comment rulemaking. The complaint process is an ,.. 
1 

adjudicatory process regarding particular practices, and it subjects airlines to potential 

,... 
remedies that include civil penalties. Adjudicatory standing requirements are an

I 
appropriate check on the abuse of the formal complaint process to prevent it from being ,., 
yet another forum for abstract policy disputes. The complaints do not satisfy an 

,. 
adjudicatory standing threshold, and for that reason, the complaints in their present form 

should be treated only as informal in nature. 

III. 	 Answer To Specific Allegations. 

In accordance with 14 CFR § 302.405, Northwest answers the specific allegations 

contained in EPIC's Complaint as follows: 

1. 	 Northwest Airlines denies the allegations contained In paragraph 1 of the 

Complaint. 

,.. 2. Northwest Airlines denies the allegations contained In paragraph 2 of the 
•
! 

Complaint. ,. 
3. Northwest Airlines lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 

,. contained in paragraph 3 of the Complaint. 

4. 	 Northwest Airlines admits the allegations contained In paragraph 4 of the 

Complaint. 

,. 	 5. Northwest Airlines states that paragraph 5 of the Complaint asserts legal 

conclusions to which no response is required, and factual assertions that ,.. 
Northwest Airlines lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny 

,.. 6. 	 Northwest Airlines states that paragraph 6 of the Complaint asserts legal 
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r 
I 	 conclusions to which no response is required. 

7. 	 Northwest lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations contained r 
in paragraph 7 of the Complaint ,. 

! 
f 8. Northwest lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations contained 

r- in paragraph 8 ofthe Complaint. 
I 

9. 	 Northwest lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations contained ,... 
,F 

in paragraph 9 of the Complaint. 

10. 	 Northwest Airlines admits that the Secretary of Transportation enforces 49 U.S.c. 

§ 41712. Northwest Airlines lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the 
p
I remaining allegations contained in paragraph 10 of the Complaint. 

r 11. Northwest Airlines admits the allegations contained in paragraph 11 of the 

Complaint. 

12. Northwest Airlines does not have sufficient information from the allegations to ,. 
admit or deny the allegations contained in paragraph 12.i 

13. 	 Northwest Airlines admits the allegations contained in the first sentence ofr
f 

paragraph 13 of the Complaint. The quotations from public filings in the second 

r 
} sentence speak for themselves. 


p 14. Northwest Airlines admits that the allegations excerpt portions of Northwest 

I 

,. 

Airlines' Internet privacy policy as it has appeared at www.nwa.com. The quoted 

portions speak for themselves. 

15. Northwest Airlines admits that its Internet privacy policy, as it has appeared at 

www.nwa.com. has included terms similar or identical to those quoted in ,. 
; paragraph 14 of the Complaint. 

r 
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! 16. The quoted representations from Northwest Airlines' "Security Commitment" at 

,.. www.nwa.com speak for themselves. 
f 

17. Northwest Airlines does not have sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the 

r 
~ allegations contained in paragraph 17 of the Complaint. The alleged content of 

,.. the letter speaks for themselves. 
! 

18. On information and belief, Northwest Airlines admits the allegations contained in ,.. 
t paragraph 18 of the Complaint. 

r- 19. Northwest Airlines lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
I 

contained in paragraph 19 of the Complaint. ,. 
20. Northwest Airlines lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 

r- contained in paragraph 20 of the Complaint. ,f 

21. Northwest lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations contained r
in paragraph 21 ofthe Complaint. 

r 22. On information and belief, Northwest Airlines admits the allegations contained in 

,. paragraph 22 of the Complaint. 

23. Northwest Airlines lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations ,. 
, 

contained in paragraph 23 of the Complaint. 

,.. 24. Northwest Airlines lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
I 

contained in paragraph 24 of the Complaint. ,. 
,. 

25. On information and belief, Northwest Airlines admits the allegations contained in 

paragraph 25 of the Complaint. , 
26. The content of the New York Times of September 23,2003, speaks for itself. ,... 
27. The content of the St. Paul Pioneer Press of September 24, 2003, speaks for itself. 

,... 

,. 
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28. 	 On infonnation and belief, Northwest Airlines admits the allegations contained in 

paragraph 28 of the Complaint. 

29. 	 The content of the Washington Times of September 27. 2003, speaks for itself. 

30. 	 The content ofthe Washington Post of January 18,2004, speaks for itself. 

31. 	 Northwest Airlines denies the allegations contained in paragraph 31 of the 

Complaint. 

32. 	 Northwest Airlines admits the jurisdiction of the Secretary of Transportation but 

denied that 49 U.S.c. § 41712 is relevant or otherwise applicable to the 

allegations in the Complaint. 

33. 	 Northwest Airlines lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 

contained in paragraph 33. 

34. 	 Northwest Airlines states that paragraph 34 of the Complaint asserts legal 

conclusions to which no response is required. To the extent that a response is 

required, Northwest denies that 49 U.S.C. § 41712 and 15 U.S.c. § 45(a) are 

relevant or otherwise applicable to the allegations in the Complaint. Northwest 

lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the remaining allegations contained 

in paragraph 34. 

35. 	 Northwest Airlines states that paragraph 35 of the Complaint asserts legal 

conclusions to which no response is required. To the extent that a response is 

required, Northwest denies that 15 U.S.C. § 45(a) is relevant or otherwise 

applicable to the allegations in the Complaint. Northwest lacks sufficient 

knowledge to admit or deny the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 35. 

36. 	 Northwest Airlines states that paragraph 36 of the Complaint asserts legal 
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conclusions to which no response is required. To the extent that a response is 

,. required, Northwest denies that 15 V.S.c. § 45(a) is relevant or otherwise 

r 
applicable to the allegations in the Complaint. Northwest lacks sufficient 

knowledge to admit or deny the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 36. 

37. 	 Northwest Airlines states that paragraph 37 of the Complaint asserts legal 

conclusions to which no response is required. To the extent that a response is 

r 
r 

required, Northwest Airlines denies that 15 V.S.c. § 45(a) is relevant or otherwise 

applicable to the allegations in the Complaint. Northwest Airlines lacks sufficient 

knowledge to admit or deny the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 37. ,. 
; 

r 
38. Northwest Airlines states that the quoted material in the second sentence of 

paragraph 38 of the Complaint speaks for itself. Northwest Airlines denies the 

remaining allegations contained in paragraph 38. r 
i 

39. 	 Northwest Airlines denies the allegations contained m paragraph 39 of the 

Complaint. 

,. 	 40. Northwest Airlines denies the allegations contained m paragraph 40 of the 

Complaint. ,.. 
41. 	 Northwest Airlines denies the allegations contained m paragraph 41 of the 

,. 	 Complaint. 

42. 	 Northwest Airlines denies the allegations contained in paragraph 42 of the 

Complaint, including subparts A through F, and states that none of the allegations 

,. 	 of the Complaint is actionable under 49 V.S.C. § 41712. Furthermore, Northwest 

asks that the requested relief be denied and that the Complaint be dismissed. 

r 
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CONCLUSION 

,. For the foregoing 
; 

,.. 

,. 
,. 
,. 

dismissed. 

r 
r 

". 

,., 
I 

Dated: February 27, 2004 

,. 

,. 
r 

r 

reasons, the complaints of EPIC and MCLD should be 
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Jay P. Lefkowitz 
Eric B. Wolff 
David P. Sullivan 
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r 

r 

r Northwest Airlines nwa.com 

Reservations, CyberSavers, andr 	 WorldPerks Award Travel 
Reservations Privacy Policy r 
To view our Usage Agreement c..lir;kJ!f!rJ!... 

r 	 As a Userofnwacom Reservations you are in 
complete control ofyour travel planning needs. This 
includes controlling the use of information you provide 
to Northwest Airlines, its airline affiliates, and r 

I 	 WorldPerks partners. . 

r Below are some commonly asked questions and 

answers about privacy and the collection ofdata on 
f 

nwacom.lfyou have additional questions which are 
not answered here, please ~lick here to send us an r email atTTNWA@nwa.com. 

l)What information does Northwest collect and r 	 how do we use it? 

When making a purchase on nwa.com, Northwest r collects the following information: 

r 
r Name 

Address 
E-mail address 
Credit card number and expiration date 
Home and work phone numbers 
Fax number 
WorldPerks number 

r We use your personal information for a variety of 
purposes, including targeting specific customers for 
special offers. r 
In addition, we may retain your flight information and 
ask you to provide us with your airport ofpreference 
and a billing address for your credit card. We use this r information to process your online purchase and refer 
to it ifwe need to contact you regarding that purchase. 

r 
http://web.archive.org/web/200 11212084557/www.nwa.comllegal2.html r 2120/2004 
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r, We also collect information about your visits including 

domains, browsers and pages accessed on nwa.com so 

we can continue to work to enhance your time spent 
r with us online. 


When you send us an email, we will retain the content r ofthe email, your email address, our response and the 

text of any follow-up questions you may have. We use 

this information to measure how effectively we address 
r customer concerns online. 


2)Bow is my information protected? 

r Northwest Airlines uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 
encryption technology and Private Communication 
Technology (PCT) security standards supported byr 	 Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0 and 4.0 and other 
popular browsers to protect your online transactions. 

r SSL encrypts your credit card number, name, address, 
and phone number before they travel over the Internet. 
This makes doing business over the Internet as secure r as purchasing by telephone. 

SSL safe connection and secure transaction technology r has effectively protected hundreds of thousands of 

r 
nwacom Reservations customers who have transmitted 
their credit card numbers online and made a purchase 
since we launched. 

3) With whom do you share my information? 

,. r When you reserve or purchase travel services through 
Northwest Airlines nwa.com Reservations, we provide 
only the relevant information required by the car rental 

r 	 agency, hotel, or other involved third party to ensure 
the successful fulfillment ofyour travel arrangements. 
We also use information you provide during User r registration or as part of the reservation process to 
customize the content ofour site to meet your specific 
needs and to make product improvements to Northwest r Airlines nwa.com. 

We do not sen individual customer names or other r private profile information to third parties and have no 
intention ofdoing so in the future. We do share User 
names and email addresses with our W orldPerks 
partners only for specific and pertinent promotional use r 	 but only if our customers have opted to receive 
promotional emails from Northwest and our 

r 
http://web.archive.org/web/20011212084557/www.nwa.com/legaI2.html 2/20/2004r 
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WorldPerks partners. 

4) How do I tell Northwest that I don't want to be 
r contacted for promotional purposes? 


As a User ofNorthwest Airlines nwa.com Reservations 
r you have the option to receive updates from Northwest 

and Northwest WorldPerks Partners about fare sales in 

your area, special offers, new Northwest Airlines and 
r WorldPerks services and noteworthy news. To receive 

this information, you must register for our promotional 

email nm.grn.PlS or check the appropriate box in your 

ll!Ya&QIn . .ResCfvatjolls Member Information profile. If 


r 

r you decide you would rather not receive these emails, 


you can always l.lJ.lfs;gi~ter or update your Member 

Information in nW9....cOlRJ.~...Qservations. 


r 
S)How do I correct my personal information on 
your site? 

You may change your personal information at any time 

on nwa.com. Simply click on the links below to update 
r information in each category as needed. 


I 

r E-mail address 
'pwa.COlll Res(!{Vatio..ns. 
Ayvard Travel ReserYations 

r 
 6)How can I contact Northwest Airlines? 


..Click her~ to contact us via email at 
TTNWA@nwa.com. Ifyou wish to speak to someone r on the phone, please contact: 

r • 1-800-44PERKS for questions regarding your 
WorldPerks account 

• 1-800-225-2525 for questions about reservations 

r • 1-800-NW A-NWKL for questions about 
nwa.com 

r 
r • 
i 

r 

r 
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r 
r 
r 	 nwa.com Reservations, 

CyberSavers and Award Travel r 	 Reservations Usage Agreement 
And Notices r 
To return to Privacy Policy ~.li!l.k fte..r..g. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN USER AND 
NORTHWEST AIRLINES 

". 	 This Web site is offered to the user conditioned on 
f 	 acceptance by the user (''User'') without modification of 


the terms, conditions, and notices contained herein. By 

accessing and using this Web site, the User is deemed to 
r 	 have agreed to all such terms, conditions, and notices 
(the "Agreement"). 

r 	 PRIVACY POLICY 

As a User ofnwa.com Reservations, you are in complete r control of your travel planning needs. This includes 
controlling the use of information you provide to 
Northwest Airlines and its affiliates. 

r 
l When you reserve or purchase travel services through 

nwa.com Reservations, we provide only the relevant 
information required by the car rental agency, hotel, orr 	 other involved third party to ensure the successful 
fulfillment ofyour travel arrangements. We also use 
information you provide during User registration or asr 	 part of the reservation process to customize the content 
ofour site to meet your specific needs and to make 

,. 

,. product improvements to nwa.com Reservations. 
i 

We do not seQ individual customer names or other 
private profile information to third parties and have no r intention of doing so in the future. We do share User 
information with our partners only for specific and 
pertinent promotional use but only if our customers have 

t opted to receive such information. As a User ofnwa.com 
I Reservations you have the option to receive updates 

from Northwest and Northwest WorldPerks Partners 

r 
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r about fare sales in your area, special offers, new 
Northwest Airlines services and noteworthy news. To 
receive this infonnation you must register for our 
promotional email programs or check the appropriate 
box in your llwacom Reservations Member Infonnation 
profile. Ifyou decide you would rather not receive these r emails, you can always llnregister or update your 
Member Infonnation in nw_a.com Res~rvatiQ@. 

r 	 We respect and will continue to respect the privacy of 
I 

r 
our customers who use nwa.com Reservations. For more 
infonnation about protecting your privacy, please see 
Frequently Asked Questions or our Privacy Policy. 

! 

PERSONAL AND NON-COMMERCIAL USE 
LIMITATIONSr 

f 

This Web site is for the User's personal, non-commercial 
use. User may not modifY, copy, distribute, transmit, r 

; display, perfonn, reproduce, publish, license, create 
derivative works from, transfer, or sell any infonnation, 
software, products or services obtained from this Web r site. 

COPYRIGHT AND TRADEMARK NOTICES,.. 
t 

r 
All contents of this Web site are: Copyright © 2001 
Microsoft Corporation, Copyright © 2001 Gradient 
Solutions, Inc., Copyright © 2001 WorldSpan, 
Copyright © 2001 Northwest Airlines. and/or their 
suppliers. All rights reserved. Products and company 
names mentioned herein are the trademarks oftheirr 	 respective owners. 

,. 	 LIABILITY DISCLAIMER 

THE INFORMATION, SOFTWARE. PRODUCTS, 
AND SERVICES PUBUSHED ON TInS WEB SITE r 	 MAY INCLUDE INACCURACIES OR 
TYPOGRAPmCAL ERRORS. CHANGES ARE 
PERlODICALLY ADDED TO THE INFORMATION,.. 

i 	 HEREIN. NORTHWEST AIRLINES AND/OR ITS 
i 	 RESPECTIVE SUPPUERS, INCLUDING BUT NOT 

LIMITED TO MICROSOFT, GRADIENT AND 
WORLDSPAN, MAY MAKE IMPROVEMENTSr 	 AND/OR CHANGES IN TInS WEB SITE AT ANY 
TIME. 

NORTHWEST AIRLINES, AND/OR ITS SUPPUERS 
MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS ABOUT THE 

r 
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r 	 SUITABILITY OF THE INFORMATION, 
SOFTWARE, PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES 
CONTAINED ON THIS WEB SITE FOR ANY r 	 PURPOSE. ALL SUCH INFORMATION, 
SOFTWARE, PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES ARE 

-
PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF r, 	 ANY KIND. NORTHWEST AIRLINES, AND/OR ITS 
RESPECTIVE SUPPLIERS HEREBY DISCLAIM ALL 
WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS WITH REGARD 
TO THIS INFORMATION, SOFTWARE, PRODUCTS, 

r 
r AND SERVICES, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED 

WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON
INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL 
NORTHWEST AIRLINES AND/OR ITS r 

1 RESPECTIVE SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY 

DIRECT, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, 

SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 
r ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED 


r 

WITH THE USE OF THIS WEB SITE OR WITH THE 

DELAY OR INABILITY TO USE THIS WEB SITE, 

OR FOR ANY INFORMATION, SOFTWARE. 


r 

PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES OBTAINED 

THROUGH THIS WEB SITE, OR OTHERWISE 

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS WEB SITE, 


r 

WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT 

LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF 

NORTHWEST AIRLINES AND/OR ANY OF ITS 

SUPPLIERS HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE 

POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGES. BECAUSE SOME 

STATES/JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE 
r EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR 

CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, 

THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO 
r YOu. 


NO UNLAWFUL OR PROHIBITED USE r As a condition ofuse of this Web site, User warrants to 
Northwest Airlines that User will not use the Web site ,.. for any purpose that is unlawful or prohibited by these 

I terms, conditions, and notices. 

r 	 LINKS TO THIRD PARTIES' WEB SITES 

This Web site may contain hyperlinks to Web sites 
operated by third parties other than Northwest Airlines. r 	 Such hyperlinks are provided for User's references only. 
Northwest Airlines does not control such Web sites and ,.. 	 is not responsible for their contents. Northwest Airlines' 

t 
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f 

,. 
inclusion ofhyper links to such Web sites does not imply 
any endorsement of the material on such Web sites or 
any association with their operators. 

I* 

r USE OF EMAIL OR OrnER COMMUNICATIONS 
FORUMS 

To the extent that this Web site contains email or other,. communication facilities ("forums"), the User agrees to 

I use such forums only to send and receive messages and 


material that are proper and related to the particular. 
,. forum. By way ofexample, and not as a limitation, the 
, User agre:es that when using a forum, the User shall not 
do any of the following: 

r • Defame, abuse, harass, stalk, threaten or otherwise 
violate the legal rights (such as rights ofprivacy 
and publicity) ofothers. r • Publish, distribute or disseminate any defamatory, 

; 	 infringing, obscene, indecent or unlawful material 

or infotmation. 
r • Upload files that contain software or other 

material protected by intellectual property laws (or 

by rights ofprivacy ofpublicity) unless the User 

owns or controls the rights thereto or has received 


I all necessary consents. 


,. 
• 	 Upload files that contain viruses, corrupted files, 

or any other similar software or programs that may 


) 
r damage the operation ofanother's computer. 


r 
• Delete any author attributions, legal notices or 

proprietary designations or labels in any file that is 
uploaded. 

• 	 Falsify the origin or source of software or other 
material contained in a file that is uploaded. r 	 • Advertise or offer to sell any goods or services, or 
engage in surveys, contests, or chain letters. ,. • Download any file that the User knows, or 
reasonably should know, cannot be legally 

I distributed via this Web site. 

,.. User agrees (as available) to send and receive electronic 
mail and otherwise use this Web site only as permitted 
by these terms and conditions, any additional policies or 
procedures published in this Web site from time to time r by Northwest Airlines, and applicable law. The User 
acknowledges that emails and any other such 
communications forums hosted by this Web site are ,r 	 public and not private communications. 

Northwest Airlines reserves the right to deny in its sole 
discretion any user access to this Web site or any portion 

,. 
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r 
thereof without notice. Northwest Airlines reserves the 
right to edit any notices for clarity and length. 

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE ON THIS WEB SITE 

r Any software that is made available to download from 
I this Web site ("Software") is the copyrighted work of 

Northwest Airlines, Microsoft, Gradient, WorldSpan 
and/or their suppliers. Use ofthe Software is governed r 	 by the tenns of the end user license agreement, if any, 

which accompanies or is included with the Software 

("License Agreement"). End users shall not install or use 

any Software that is accompanied by or includes a 

License Agreement, unless the end user first agrees to 

the License Agreement tenns. 
r 
For any Software not accompanied by a license 
agreement, the following shall constitute the License r Agreement: Northwest Airlines, Microsoft, Gradient, 

r 
and/or WorldSpan hereby grant to the User a personal, 
nontransferable license to use the Software for viewing 
and otherwise using this Web site in accordance with 
these tenns and conditions, and for no other purpose. 

Please note that all Software, including without 
1 
r 	 limitation all HTML code and Active X controls 


contained in this Web site, is owned by Northwest 

Airlines and/or its suppliers and is protected by 

copyright laws and international treaty provisions. Any 

reproduction or redistribution ofthe Software is 

expressly prohibited by law, and may result in severe 
r 	 civil and criminal penalties. Violators will be prosecuted 
to the maximum extent possible. 

r WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, COPYING 
OR REPRODUCTION OF THE SOFTWARE TO ANY 
OTHER SERVER OR LOCATION FOR FURTHER 
REPRODUCTION OR REDISTRIBUTION IS r, 

r 
EXPRESSLY PROHffiITED. THE SOFTWARE IS 
WARRANTED~ IF AT ALL, ONLY ACCORDING TO 
THE TERMS OF THE LICENSE AGREEMENT. 

You acknowledge that the Software and any ,. 	 accompanying documentation and/or technical 
r 	 infonnation is subject to applicable export control laws 

and regulations of the U.S.A. You agree not to export or 
re-export the Software, directly or indirectly, to any r countries that are subject to U.S.A. export restrictions. 

SERVICE CONTACT 

,. 
http://web.archive.orglweb/20011211024135/www.nwa.comllegal4.html 	 2/20/2004
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r 
Contact NQrtU.'l?Le$..t Airljnes with questions or problems 
,. with this Web site. 


i 
MODIFICATION OF THESE TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS r 

I Northwest Airlines reserves the right to change this 
Agreement at any time by revising the terms and 
conditions herein. User is responsible for regularly 
reviewing these terms and conditions. Continued use of 
this Web site following any such changes shall constitute ,. 	 the User's acceptance of such changes. 

GENERAL 

r 	 This Agreement shall be deemed to include all other 
notices, policies, disclaimers, and other terms contained 
in this Web site; provided, however, that in the event ofr a conflict between such other terms and the terms ofthis 
Agreement, the terms of this Agreement shall controL 

r 	 This agreement shall be deemed to have been made in 

r 
the State ofMinnesota, U.S.A. and shall be interpreted, 
and the rights and liabilities ofthe parties hereto 
determined in accordance with the law of the State of 
Minnesota, U.S.A., without regard to conflicts of law 
principles. The parties consent to the exclusive 
,.. jurisdiction of the state and federal courts for the County 


I ofDakota, Minnesota, U.S.A. for the determination of 


r 
any claim or controversy between the parties and arising 
out ofor relating to this Agreement. Both parties hereby 
consent to the jurisdiction ofthe Minnesota courts and 
waive any objections as to personal jurisdiction or as to 
the laying ofvenue in such courts due to inconvenient 
forum or any other basis. 

User acknowledges that no joint venture, partnership, r employment, or agency relationship exists between the 
User and Northwest Airlines as a result of this 
Agreement or use of this Web site. User agrees not to r 	 hold himself or herself out as a representative, agent, or 
employee ofNorthwest Airlines and Northwest Airlines 
shall not be liable for any representation, act or omission 

r ofthe User. 
I 

Northwest Airlines' performance of this Agreement is 
subject to existing laws and legal process, and nothing r 	 contained in this Agreement is in derogation of 
Northwest Airlines' right to comply with law 
enforcement requests or requirements relating to the r 

r http://web.archive.orglwebI20011211024135/www.nwa.com!legal4.html 	 2120/2004 
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User's use of this Web site or infonnation provided to or 
,. gathered by Northwest Airlines with respect to such use. 


I 

r 
If any part of this Agreement is detennined to be invalid 
or unenforceable pursuant to applicable law including, 
but not limited to, the warranty disclaimers and liability 
limitations set forth above, then the invalid or 
unenforceable provision will be deemed superseded by a 
valid, enforceable provision, that most closely matches r 	 the intent of the original provision and the remainder of 

the Agreement shall continue in effect. 


r 
This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement 
between the User and Northwest Airlines with respect to 
this Web site and it supersedes all prior or 
contemporaneous communications and proposals, 
whether electronic, oral or written, between the User and 
Northwest Airlines with respect to this Web site. A r printed version of this Agreement and of any notice 

r 
given in electronic fonn will be admissible in judicial or 
administrative proceedings based upon or relating to this 
Agreement to the same extent and subject to the same 
conditions as other business documents and records 
originally generated and maintained in printed fonn. 

r 	 Any rights not expressly granted herein are reserved. 

r 
 USE OF WORLDWEB RESERVATIONS, 

CYBERSAVERS, WORLDPERKS AWARD 
TRAVEL RESERVATIONS 

r 	 The Reservations features ofthis Web site are provided 

r 
solely to assist customers in determining the availability 
of travel-related goods and services and to make 
legitimate reservations or otherwise transact business 
with suppliers, and for no other pwposes. You warrant 
that you are at least 18 years of age and possess the legal r authority to enter into this Agreement and to use this 

I 	 Web site in accordance with all tenns and conditions 

herein. You agree to be financially responsible for all of 

your use of this Web site (as well as for use ofyour 


r 
r 
r account by others, including without limitation minors 

living with you). You agree to supervise all usage by 
minors of this Web site under your name or account. 
You also warrant that all information supplied by you or 
members of your household in using the Web site is true 
and accurate. Without limitation, any speculative, false 
or fraudulent reservation or any reservation in 
anticipation ofdemand is prohibited. You agree that the 
travel services reservations facilities of this Web site r shall be used only to make legitimate reservations or 

r http://web.archive.orglweb/20011211024135/www.nwa.com/legal4.html 	 212012004 
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r 
purchases for you or for another person for whom you 
are legally authorized to act. You understood that 
overuse or abuse of the travel services reservation 
facilities of the Web site may result in you being denied 
access to such facilities. 

r Separate terms and conditions will apply to your 
reservation and purchase of travel-related goods and 
services that you select. You agree to abide by the terms r or conditions ofpurchase imposed by any supplier with 

whom you elect to deal including. but not limited to, 

payment of all amounts when due and compliance with 

all rules and restrictions regarding availability offares, 

products or services. You shall be completely 

responsible for all charges, fees, duties, taxes and 
r assessments arising out of the use ofthis Web site. 


CURRENCY CONVERTER r Currency rates are based on various publicly available 
sources and should be used as guidance only_ Rates are 
not verified as accurate, and actual rates may vary. 

r 
r Currency quotes are not updated every day_ Check the 


date on the Currency Converter for the day that currency 

was last updated. The information supplied by this 

application is believed to be accurate, but Northwest 
Airlines and/or its suppliers do not warrant or guarantee 
such accuracy. When using this information for any r financial purpose, Northwest Airlines advises the User to 
consult a qualified professional to verify the accuracy of 
the currency rates. Northwest Airlines and/or its r suppliers do not authorize the use of this information for 
any other purposes, except for personal use, and prohibit 
to the maximum extent allowable the resale, 
redistribution, and use of this information for 
commercial purposes. 

,. 
INDEMNITY 

! 

r 
1 


As a condition ofuse of this Web site, the User agrees to 

indemnify Northwest Airlines and its suppliers from and 

against any and all liabilities, expenses (including 
attorneys' fees) and damages arising out ofclaims 

r resulting from User's use ofthis Web site, including 
without limitation any claims alleging facts that if true 
would constitute a breach by User of these terms and 
conditions. 

OTHER ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

r 
r http://web.archive.orglwebI200 11211 024135/www.nwa.comllegal4.html 2/20/2004 
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r 
Selected entries in World Guide, © 2001-1997 by 
Fielding Worldwide, Inc. All rights reserved. Although 
every effort has been made to ensure the correctness of 

r 
r this information, Fielding Worldwide, Inc., and its 

authors do not assume and hereby disclaim any liability 
to any part for any loss or damage caused by errors, 
omissions, misleading information or any potential travel 
problem caused by information provided by Fielding,. Worldwide, Inc., even if such errors or omissions are a 

t result ofnegligence, accident or any other cause. 

,. Selected entries in World Guide, © 2001-1997 by Moon 
Publications, Inc. All rights reserved. I 

Selected entries in World Guide, © 2001-1997 Brigham r Young University. All rights reserved. CuIturegram is a 
trademark ofBrigham Young University. 

r 
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r 
r 
; 
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r 
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r, 
National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration 


P-
Heldquart.... 

Washington. DC 20546-0001 


r 
r- R.ply to Attll of; L:KS 	 tjA~ 27 2004 , 

The Honorable Gordon Smith 

United States Senate 

Washington DC, 20S 10 


r 	 Dear Senator Smith; 

The Administrator has asked me to respond to your letter ofJanuary 20t 2004, regarding r Northwest Airlines participation in a NASA Ilviation security research study, a matter that has 
lately received some attention in the news media. 

r 	 Followifta the terrorist attacks of September 11,2001, NASA, with the best ofintentions and in 
conjunction with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA» undertook exploratory studies to 
1'!etmnine how the agency could contribute to addressing the challenge ofaviation sec1.ltity. One 
ofthe activities in this effort evaluated how computer techniques developeu by NASA to detect 
anomalies in large volumes of scientific and engineering data could be used to assist in threat r deteotion. The hypothesis was formulated that NASA's teclmiques could be used to assess large 
quantities ofairline passenser infonnation and possibly fmd anomalies that could lead to 
characterizing a subset of the flying public who might include terrorists. Much ofthe focus ofther 	 work was attempting to identity those passengers that clearly were not a threatt SO that airline 

resources would focus on passengers where there was some doubt. 


r In DeQember of 200 1 NASA's Ames Research Center, Moffett FieJd, Calif., requeste4 passen,aer 
data from Northwest Airlines, known throuahout the aviation industry as a leader in aviation 
security, having worked with the Federal Aviation Adminimtion (FAA) to develop the first 
Computer .NJsisted l'usenif,'lr Prescreenins System (CAPPS 1). The research was terminated inr late 2002 and the data has been returned to Northwest Airlines, No copies ofthe data were made. 

In response to your specific questions:r 
r 1. HoW did NASA protect tbe privacy of pa5IJIDlcra during its reeent aviation .eeurity 

releareb stu.dy? 

r 
NASA received 180 CDs from Northwest Airlines ('NWA) with P85l1ctlier infQJ.'JUation coverins 
three months ofpassenger data. The CDs were kept in a secured lab with limited access. The lab 
had a cipher lock that required individuals entering the lab to be on the access list and to possess a 
personal identification number for entry. The lab was also in a secured building that requires card 
key access on a feders,l installation that only allows employees and approved visitors onto ther Gccured portion of the installation. When. the CD's were not in the lab, they were stored in a 
locked file cabinet in a locked office. We have determined that 3 preliminary CDs provided by 
NWA in December 2QQ1 were simply kept in a locked office for the duration ofthe project. All r 
 computer3 usec1 to stOff: the dtlta l incJuding laptops, were password protected. 
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2. 	 Did NASA 1Vork with Northwest Airline. to proted the privacy of the data uled? 

No, NASA followed the procedures that it traditionally uses to protect sensitive data, 

3. 	 Why did NASA retain the passenger record data for two years? 

NASA retained the data for a total of21 months. For the first 14 months, NASA was working 
with the data Il11d assessing whether eXl$UniJ al,i9rithms would be useful in passenger threat 
assessment, perlonning research using the data, After 14 months. the specific project usina the 
data was terminated. since it was determined that the existing algorithms were insufficient for the 
problem and that research in passenger threat 188e35mcnt was more appropriately handled by the 
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) and/or the Department ofHomeland Security. 
NASA retained the data after tenrunation in case tlu: termination ofthc- projClQt was n;:(:onsider.red. 

4. 	 How many passengers- reeords were shared and what spetiftc pasSlnger record 
information was provided to NASA for this atudy. 

The data contained the records for all ofthe NWA passenaers for a duration of3 months. Two 
days worth of data were decompressed artd eXlrleted. However. in the prooesii of asscssing the 
data a small number ofrecords may have been decompressed from other days. We do not know 
the total number ofrecords that were available. The records included flight information and 
personal information such as phone number, method ofpayment, and credit card infonnaUon if 
the passenger paid with a credit card. . 

S. 	 In particular, were there any Oreaon residents involved in this study? 

We do not know. 

I hope that you find this information helpful. Ifyou have any further questions please do not 
hesitate to call upon us. 

Cordially, 

D. Lee Forsgren 
Assistant Administrator 
For Legislative Affain 
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